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ALIEN, Unidentified flying Organism, frictional, fast, hovering flight.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, frictional; Fast, beating, rubbing flaps; Membranous, hardened wings; Hovering flight 00:03.5
ALIEN, Unidentified flying Organism, frictional, moderate, hovering flight.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, frictional; Moderate, beating, rubbing flaps; Membranous, hardened wings; Hovering flight 00:13.2
BEE, Insect, buzzing, sustained, intermittent buzzing, close up.wav INSECT FLY, buzzing; Sustained electric like buzzing; Membranous insect like wings; Close up 00:15.2
BUTTERFLY, Insect, delicate, gentle, sustained flight, fast_01.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, delicate; Gentle, crisp, papery flaps; Feathery, thin, delicate wings; Sustained flight; Flying fast 01 00:04.6
BUTTERFLY, Insect, delicate, gentle, sustained flight, fast_02.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, delicate; Gentle, crisp, papery flaps; Feathery, thin, delicate wings; Sustained flight; Flying fast 02 00:03.1
BUTTERFLY, Insect, delicate, gentle, sustained flight, medium fast speed_01.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, delicate; Gentle, crisp, papery flaps; Feathery, thin, delicate wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium fast speed 01 00:03.9
BUTTERFLY, Insect, delicate, gentle, sustained flight, medium fast speed_02.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, delicate; Gentle, crisp, papery flaps; Feathery, thin, delicate wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium fast speed 02 00:03.5
BUTTERFLY, Insect, delicate, gentle, sustained flight, medium fast speed_03.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, delicate; Gentle, crisp, papery flaps; Feathery, thin, delicate wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium fast speed 03 00:03.4
BUTTERFLY, Insect, delicate, gentle, sustained flight, medium speed_01.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, delicate; Gentle, crisp, papery flaps; Feathery, thin, delicate wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 01 00:02.9
BUTTERFLY, Insect, delicate, gentle, sustained flight, medium speed_02.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, delicate; Gentle, crisp, papery flaps; Feathery, thin, delicate wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 02 00:07.5
BUTTERFLY, Insect, delicate, gentle, sustained flight, medium speed_03.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, delicate; Gentle, crisp, papery flaps; Feathery, thin, delicate wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 03 00:04.4
CHICKEN, avian, bird, Medium, brief flight, flustered, short takeoff and landing_01.wav BIRD FLAP, brief flight; Flustered, sudden movement, escaping threat, fast, urgent flapping; Feathery, medium small sized wings; Short takeoff and landing 01 00:01.4
CHICKEN, avian, bird, Medium, brief flight, flustered, short takeoff and landing_02.wav BIRD FLAP, brief flight; Flustered, sudden movement, escaping threat, fast, urgent flapping; Feathery, medium small sized wings; Short takeoff and landing 02 00:01.5
CHICKEN, avian, bird, Medium, brief flight, flustered, short takeoff and landing_03.wav BIRD FLAP, brief flight; Flustered, sudden movement, escaping threat, fast, urgent flapping; Feathery, medium small sized wings; Short takeoff and landing 03 00:01.3
CHICKEN, avian, bird, Medium, brief flight, flustered, short takeoff and landing_04.wav BIRD FLAP, brief flight; Flustered, sudden movement, escaping threat, fast, urgent flapping; Feathery, papery, medium small sized wings; Short takeoff and landing 00:01.3
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 01 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 02 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 03 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 04 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 05 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 06 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 07 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 08 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 09 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 10 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_11.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 11 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_12.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 12 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_13.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 13 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_14.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 14 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, colossal, single flap_15.wav WING FLAP, colossal; Enormous, labored, heavy, Low, powerful, otherworldly, flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 15 00:03.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 01 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 02 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 03 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 04 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 05 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 06 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 07 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 08 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 09 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 10 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_11.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 11 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_12.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 12 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_13.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 13 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_14.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 14 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, single flap_15.wav WING FLAP, deep; Large, heavy, powerful, very low, aggressive flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 15 00:01.8
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, sustained flight of double flaps, fast.wav WING FLAPS, deep; Large, heavy, aggressive, very low, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight of downstrokes and upstrokes; Flying fast 00:48.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, sustained flight of double flaps, medium speed.wav WING FLAPS, deep; Large, heavy, aggressive, very low, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight of downstrokes and upstrokes; Flying medium speed 00:57.9
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, sustained flight, fast.wav WING FLAPS, deep; Large, heavy, aggressive, very low, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight; Flying fast 00:30.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Extra Large, deep, large, sustained flight, medium speed.wav WING FLAPS, deep; Large, heavy, aggressive, very low, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 00:30.4
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large , angry, huge, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 01 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 02 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 03 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 04 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 05 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 06 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 07 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 08 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 09 00:02.1
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 10 00:02.1
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DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, sustained flight, fast.wav WING FLAPS, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flapping; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight; Flying fast 00:33.9
DRAGON, Mythical creature, Large, angry, huge, sustained flight, medium speed.wav WING FLAPS, angry; Huge, heavy, aggressive, urgent, low, powerful flapping; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 00:31.2
FAIRY, Mythical creature, wispy, rapid, hovering flight_01.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, wispy; Rapid flapping; Membranous, papery wings; Hovering flight 01 00:02.7
FAIRY, Mythical creature, wispy, rapid, hovering flight_02.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, wispy; Rapid flapping; Membranous, papery wings; Hovering flight 02 00:02.5
FAIRY, Mythical creature, wispy, rapid, hovering flight, arrive, hover, depart.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, wispy; Rapid flapping; Membranous, papery wings; Hovering flight; Arrive, hover, depart 00:03.2
FAIRY, Mythical creature, wispy, rapid, hovering flight, pass by.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, wispy; Rapid flapping; Membranous, papery wings; Hovering flight; Pass by 00:03.2
FAIRY, Mythical creature, wispy, thick, hovering flight.wav FLUTTERING FLIGHT, wispy; Thick, full bodied, pulsating, rapid flapping; Membranous, papery, wings; Hovering flight 00:11.2
FLY, Insect, buzzing against window, frantic, intermittent buzzing, close up_01.wav INSECT FLY, buzzing against window; Frantic, intermittent, desperate buzzing; Membranous wings; Close up 01 00:13.5
FLY, Insect, buzzing against window, frantic, intermittent buzzing, close up_02.wav INSECT FLY, buzzing against window; Frantic, intermittent, desperate buzzing; Membranous wings; Close up 02 00:34.7
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 01 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 02 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 03 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 04 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 05 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 06 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 07 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 08 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 09 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 10 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_11.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 11 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_12.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 12 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_13.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 13 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_14.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 14 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, single flap_15.wav WING FLAP, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 15 00:01.9
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, sustained flight, fast.wav WING FLAPS, thick; Medium sized, powerful, urgent flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight; Flying fast 01:00.3
GARGOYLE, Mythical creature, thick, medium sized, sustained flight, medium speed.wav WING FLAPS, thick; Medium sized, powerful, moderate flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 01:00.4
GRASSHOPPER, Insect, whirring, heavy, flying away, fast.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, whirring; Heavy, fast, beating, propellor like flapping; Sclerotized, papery, insect like wings; Flying away; Flying fast 00:01.5
GRASSHOPPER, Insect, whirring, heavy, sustained flight, medium speed_01.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, whirring; Heavy, fast, aggressive, beating, propellor like flapping; Sclerotized, papery, insect like wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 00:05.3
GRASSHOPPER, Insect, whirring, heavy, sustained flight, medium speed_02.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, whirring; Heavy, fast, smooth, beating, propellor like flapping; Sclerotized, thick, large, insect like wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 00:08.9
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 01 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 02 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 03 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 04 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 05 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 06 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 07 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 08 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 09 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 10 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_11.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 11 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_12.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 12 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_13.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 13 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_14.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 14 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, single flap_15.wav WING FLAP, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 15 00:01.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, sustained flight, fast.wav WING FLAPS, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight; Flying fast 00:30.5
GRIFFIN, Mythical creature, billowing, medium sized, sustained flight, medium speed.wav WING FLAPS, billowing; Medium sized, baggy, airy, loose, powerful flaps; Leathery, webbed wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 00:30.3
MECHANICAL BIRD, rattle, brief, short flight.wav MECHANICAL FLIGHT, rattle; Brief, light, vibrating flapping; Metal or plastic, thin, hardened wings; Short flight 00:00.4
MECHANICAL BIRD, vibrating, rapid, hovering flight_01.wav MECHANICAL FLIGHT, vibrating; Rapid, throbbing, humming, rattling flapping ; Metal or plastic, thin, hardened wings; Hovering flight 01 00:08.9
MECHANICAL BIRD, vibrating, rapid, hovering flight_02.wav MECHANICAL FLIGHT, vibrating; Rapid, throbbing, humming, rattling flapping ; Metal or plastic, thin, hardened wings; Hovering flight 02 00:02.8
MOSQUITO, Insect, buzzing against window, frantic, close up.wav INSECT MOSQUITO, buzzing against window; Frantic, intermittent, desperate buzzing; Membranous wings; Close up 00:15.1
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 01 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 02 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 03 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 04 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 05 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 06 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 07 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 08 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 09 00:01.2
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PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 10 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_11.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 11 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_12.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 12 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_13.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 13 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_14.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 14 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, single flap_15.wav WING FLAP, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 15 00:01.2
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, sustained flight, fast.wav WING FLAPS, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained flight; Flying fast 00:31.1
PEGASUS, Mythical creature, plumed, large, sustained flight, medium speed.wav WING FLAPS, plumed; Large, airy, powerful flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 00:31.6
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 01 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 02 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 03 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 04 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 05 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 06 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 07 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 08 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 09 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 10 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_11.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 11 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_12.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 12 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_13.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 13 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_14.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 14 00:00.7
PELICAN, avian, bird, Large, airy, firm, single flap_15.wav WING FLAP, airy; Firm, quick, medium sized, powerful flap; Feathery wings; Single down stroke 15 00:00.7
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 01 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 02 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 03 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 04 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 05 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 06 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 07 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 08 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 09 00:01.0
PHOENIX, Mythical creature, airy whoosh, wafting, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, airy whoosh; Wafting, gentle, breezy, swishy flap; Feathery, dry, papery wings; Single down stroke 10 00:01.0
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, fast, sustained, short flight, fast; pass by_01.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Fast, natural, moderate flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained, short flight; Flying fast; Pass by 01 00:03.6
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, fast, sustained, short flight, fast; pass by_02.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Fast, natural, moderate flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained, short flight; Flying fast; Pass by 02 00:02.9
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, fast, sustained, short flight, fast; pass by_03.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Fast, natural, moderate flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained, short flight; Flying fast; Pass by 03 00:03.3
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, fast, sustained, short flight, fast; pass by_04.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Fast, natural, gentle flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained, short flight; Flying fast; Pass by 01 00:01.8
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, fast, sustained, short flight, fast; pass by_05.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Fast, natural, gentle flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained, short flight; Flying fast; Pass by 02 00:01.5
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, fast, sustained, short flight, fast; pass by_06.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Fast, natural, frightened flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained, short flight; Flying fast; Pass by 01 00:01.6
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, fast, sustained, short flight, fast; pass by_07.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Fast, natural, frightened flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained, short flight; Flying fast; Pass by 02 00:02.3
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, natural, sustained flight, medium speed_01.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Natural, moderate flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 01 00:18.9
PIGEON, avian, bird, Medium, organic, natural, sustained flight, medium speed_02.wav BIRD FLAP, organic; Natural, moderate flaps; Feathery wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 02 00:08.2
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_01.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 01 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_02.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 02 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_03.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 03 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_04.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 04 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_05.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 05 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_06.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 06 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_07.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 07 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_08.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 08 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_09.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 09 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_10.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 10 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_11.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 11 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_12.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 12 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_13.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 13 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_14.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 14 00:01.7
PTERODACTYL, Extinct bird, deep and airy, large, single flap_15.wav WING FLAP, deep and airy; Large, relaxed, moderate, gentle flap; Leathery, webbed wings; Single down stroke 15 00:01.7
RHINOCEROUS BEETLE, Insect, whirring, huge, sustained flight, medium speed_01.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, whirring; Huge, throbbing, deep, smooth, beating, propellor like flapping; Sclerotized, thick, large, insect like wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 00:17.6
RHINOCEROUS BEETLE, Insect, whirring, light, sustained flight, medium speed_02.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, whirring; Light, thin, beating, propellor like flapping; Sclerotized, thick, large, insect like wings; Sustained flight; Flying medium speed 00:14.2
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SCARAB, Insect, frantic, rapid, hovering flight, fast.wav SWISHING FLIGHT, frantic; Rapid, random, chaotic, airy, swishing flapping; Sustained hovering flight; Flying fast 01:16.8
SPARROW, avian, bird, frantic, rapid, hovering flight_01.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, frantic; Rapid, spastic, beating flaps; Feathery wings; Hovering flight 01 00:15.0
SPARROW, avian, bird, frantic, rapid, hovering flight_02.wav FLURRIED FLIGHT, frantic; Rapid, spastic, beating flaps; Feathery wings; Hovering flight 02 00:20.8


